
C國APTER6

THE PUBLIC 民EP最ESENTATIONS﹔

THERE（了。其實時直ENDATIONS：時ECISIONS 明＇IT盟 REASONS

Section 1 : The Public Renresentations 

6.1 The Commission announced the commencement of the public 

consultation in a press conference held on l September 1999. A press 

release was also issued on 20 September 1999, inviting the public to put 

forward their views, either through writing to the Commission or attending 

the public forum. 

6.2 During the consultation period between 1 and 30 September 

1999, the Commission received only 6 written representations on i脂

provisional recommendations. They can be found in 在ppend恆的人 The 

Commission also held a public fo叩m on 27 September 1999 to hear 

representa世ons from the public. Six persons attended the public forum 組d

only 4 of them addressed the Commission. A summaηr of their vie-vvs can 

be found in Appen晶ix V. Given that the Com血ission has adopted the 

boundaries of the existing 豆 GCs，血e provrnional recommendations have 

become non-controversiaL The public's lukewarm response was therefore 

not unexpected. 

6.3 The Commission had appealed to the public in its publicity 

materials for inviting representations that not only those who were 

dissatisfied, but also those who were satisfie吐 with the Commission’s 

provisional recommendations should come forward an往 make their views 
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known. This was for the purpose of ensuring that as many views on the 

provisional recommendations should be known to the Commission. If only 

representations opposing or criticising the provisional recommendations 

were sought and received, the Commission would have no way to gauge the 

degree of their acceptability to the public. The Commission may also alter 

its -provisional recommendations consequent upon having considered 

representations which might contain a onφsided or wrong idea, not knowing 

whether the Commission's provisional recommendations are acceptable by 

those who have not expressed their views. Seeking approving voices is 

also to ensure that those who might be affected by any possible alteration 

m組e consequent upon an opposing representation would not be so affected 

without having 組 oppo討回iity of addressing the Commission. It appears 

that the appeal bore some fruit because among the 10 representations, 4 

expresse正i acceptance or approval of the provisional recommendations. 

The Com血ission was thus able to have an overall view of the public opi血on

on the matter to arrive at a balanced decision. 

晶晶。n 2: R~resentations 血型車盟血ι且ι£且nmission's Provisional 

Recommendations 

6.4 The Hong Kong Democratic Foundation and a member of the 

public wrote in to support the Conn旭ssion's provisional recommendations. 

They expressed the views that the provisional recommendations were fair 

an吐 capable of ensuring a most satisfactory balance of representation in all 5 

GCs. At the public forum on 27 September 1999, two participants made 

known their support. One of them also showed his appreciation of the 

constraints faced by the Commission i.e可 there are to be 5 GCs each of 

which can have no less than 4 nor more than 6 seats. 
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6.5 It is worthy of note that there was not a single representation 

reques世ng modification of the boun吐aries of the PDCAs. It appeared that 

的令切相llTIU.lll可F accep的d the Com士nission's approach of keeping the 

boundaries of the existing GCs intact. 

型。所持竹子 R門re~們也世~n~ ~，13.kinz Ge:i告了al Prcnosi tin位~ a-:id Pre草♀品k

丘6 Tv10 representations ~ one ·written and one oral - pr中osed that 

the number of GCs should be increased from 5 的丘 Another oral 

representation suggested cornpuls。可f voting in Hong Kong. These 

representations were outside the jurisdiction of the Commission. This was 

despite the fact that the Commission had on many occasions informed the 

nublic of the 五mctions of the Commission and the criteria that the 

Com血ission ha述如 follmv ]J1 the 吐elineation of LCCAs. In respect of any 

electoral matters, it seems n的iral that members of the public would relate 

them to the Commission regardless of whether 也可 are within the an1bit of 

the Commission. The Commission will explore avenues in order to ensure 

that the public understai1ds . the relevant st的1tory criteria for delineating 

LCCAs e.g., issuing an explanatory note on the statutory criteria as part of 

the consultation docmn.ent, in future consultation exercise. 

Section 4: Renresentations Obiectirn! to the Commission’s Provisional 

Recommendations and the Commission's Resnonses 

The Whole of the New Territories vs. the Urban Areas 

6. 7 A Provisional Regional Council/Tai Po Provisional Dis甘ict

Board member was not satisfied with the distribution of seats between the 
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whole of the New Territories (comprising New Territories West and New 

Territories East PDCAs) and the urban 缸eas (comprising the Hong Kong 

Island, Kowloon West and Kowloon East PDCAs ). He considered it unfair 

for the New Territories which had a population (3,348,400) close to that of 

the urban areas (3,388,500), to be given only 11 seats i"e 固， 2 seats less than 

theu]rban areas 國 He asked the Commission to distribute the 24 seats evenly 

between the New Territories and the urban areas. The Commission finds it 

difficult to accept this approach of dividing Hong Kong into two pa討s i.e., 

the New Territories and the urban areas for the purpose of apportioning the 

24 seats. Adopting the approach would at least implicitly mean that the 

Commission approve of viewing the Hong Kong Special Adminis仕的ive

Region in this divisive manner, but worse still the Commission would be 

ul甘a vires to disregard the fact 也at 血e statut。可r criterion is 5-GC based and 

not 2-area based. According to section l 容（1) of the Legislative Council 

Ordinance多 for the second te口n of office of the LegCo there are to be 5 GCs 

for the p班-pose of retu世1ing members at elections for those GCs. 

The New Tern江皇且重旦旦鄧t PDCA vs.-1he_Hong Kong Island PDCA 

6.8 Of the 制ro representations which opposed the Commission’s 

provisional recommendations, both dwelled on the number of seats proposed 

to be allocated to the New Territories East PDCA. Their main objection 

was that whereas New Territories East had 5 seats in the LegCo in 1998, it 

was not given any additional seat this time round 品spite the increase of its 

population. On the other hand, the number of seats proposed to be 

allocated now to Hong Kong Island and Kowloon East was increased from 4 

to 5 and 堂。m 3 to 4 respectively in spite of the fact that their populations 

had 由creased since 1998. That was, according to the 昀presentations多
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ω峙的 to the principle of equal representation. They were aggrieved by 

the unfairness towards the residents of New Territories East PDCA caused 

by only 5 seats bein學 proposed for that constituency, One of the 

respondents, the Heung Yee Kuk, urged the Commission to allocate the seat 

it proposed to give to Hong Kong Island to the New Territories East. The 

Kuk also requested that the futn附加velopment and popul月tioηgrowth. anr! 

the much larger geographical coverage of New Territories East should be 

viewed as further considerations to justi耳f the PDCA being represented on 

the Le耳Co by more members than Hong Kong Islando 

6.9 The Commission considered these two representations ve可r

carefully and has come to the conclusion that they should be rejected for the 

reasons stated in the ensuin耳 para草raphs 國

6.10 E.理ill且ill且. The representations were of the view that if Hong 

Kong Island and Kowloon East could be allocated one additional seat each 

despite their population decrease, then there was no reason why New 

Territories East that had an increase in population shoul吐 not be given one 

more seat.τhe Commission does not think that it should agree to this view, 

which wrongly surmised that consideration had to be given to the changes in 

population in a particular GC betwee區 two elec誼。n years in the 

demarcation process. This should not be the case. Section 20(6) of the 

EAC Ordinance provides that the Commission shall endeavour to estimate 

the population of Hong Kong or any proposed GC in the year in which the 

election to which its recommendations relate,. is to be held, It is clear from 

the language of this section that for the purpose of demarcation, comparison 

of population has to be made among the populations of all the GCs in the 

sa臨e election year. When this approach is faithfully applie止 it c組 be
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seen f全om the following figures that in respect of the two election years of 

1998 and 2000, there is absolutely no unfairness in the distribution of seats 

among the three GCs n1entioned in the representations, namely, Hong Kong 

Island, Kowloon East and New Territories East: 

1298 (Population Quota: 326,335) 2000 (Po!iulation Quota: 280.704) 

Population Quotient* 品臨 Population Quotient* 星星過

Hong Kong Island 1,360,700 4。 17 4 1,343,400 4.79 5 

Kowloon 羽Test 1,026,000 3 圖 14 3 1,029,000 3.67 4 

Kowloon East 1,046,200 3; 1 3 1,016,100 3.62 4 

New Territories 1,682,800 5.16 5 1,804,900 6 ”43 6 

West 

New Territories 1,411,000 4圓32 5 1,543,500 5.50 5 

East 

認 Quotient = Population divided by Population Quota 

6.11 The Commission notices 也at while making comparison of the 

populations among Hong Kong Islan吐， Kowloon East and New Territories 

East, the representations had ignored the fact that in 1998, New Territories 

East had a population deviation of -13.52%. Comparing with the 

population deviation of +4.24% for Hong Kong Island and +6.86% for 

Kowloon East at that time, this means that the number of seats allocated to 

the New Ter世tories East in 1998 represented a much smaller population 

than those of the other two. It is unreasonable that the representations 

complain about the unfairness among these three GCs this time round but 

did not do so in l 99K 

6.12 The Heung Yee Kuk also suggested to transfer the a吐ditional

seat which the Commission proposed to give to Hong Kong Island to New 

Territories East. The Commission has noted that if the seat were to be so 
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甘ansferred、， the resultant population deviation for Hong Kong Island would 

become + 19 .65%, which falls outside the statuto月r 15% deviation permitted 

under s已ction 20 (1 ）也）。f the EAC Ordinance. 

6日 Eu且主立development One of the justifications given 峙r the 
Y 咽 f、『抓“‘巳 丸種 j月的， 咱 ' ~ 飛 T 命 向勻戶是.， • ？『 L句

正且已i.:mg 1 c;c 1~uK 101 an auu.且tiun.a1 出迫i w.r l~ew i 巳rriruries bast was tnat 

future development and population growth were expected in this PDCA. 

The Co立的自sion h出了這ali自d h.e·.veve了也晶磊但白色ηkprτlent 且這也已

resultant variation i且 population in one PDCλwould lead to a 

corresponding change in population in other PDCAs which are unl也own

variables. For the sake of establishing a level playing field for the 

calculation of population distribution in each and eveηr PDCA, a cut-off 

date for pop口lation forecast which for this demarcation exercise is 31 tvfarch 

2000 must be adopted. 

6.14 Geographical covera蜓， The representations considered 由at

the large area covered by New Territories East PDCA should be taken into 

account in de扭扭曲ning the number of seats to be allocated to New 

Territories East. The Commission agrees to this but feels that the 

predominant criterion must be population圖 The Commission has noted the 

difference in the wording used in the EAC Ordinance in re堅ard to the 

population criterion [s 20(1)] on one hand and the physical feature of a GC 

on the other [s 20(3)]. The Commission shall ensure that the population 

criterion is to be complied with whereas it shall have re墨a:rd to the physical 

feature of a GC. It is obvious to the Commission therefore that while due 

re gar往 has to be paid to the physical feature of a GC, the preponderance is 

on ensuring that the population criterion is to be complied with. 
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Section 5: Names of LeE?:islative Council Constituencies 

6.15 No 時presentations were received regarding the names多 an吐

reference code numbers, of the PDCAs proposed by the Commission. 

Section 6：甘ie Rec里血型品進且也旦旦

6.16 After having carefully considered all the public representations, 

the Commission decided that there was no need to make any alteration to the 

provisional recommendations which have remaine益的 be its final 

recommendations. The final recommen往前ions in respect of the 5 LCCAs 

with the number of seats to each, their names an吐 reference code numbers, 

the component DCCAs and their names with population details as well as 

the maps showing the boundaries of the recommended LCCAs are contained 

in Vol祖me 2 of this report. 
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